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Enjoy outdoor living to the fullest with these 22 functional and decorative furniture projects. Superb

step-by-step photographs and excellent working drawings help ensure success. The time to

complete each project ranges from a few hours to a couple of weekends, making this book an ideal

resource for transforming your backyard or deck. From Adirondack chairs, patio bars, and picnic

tables to showcase Victorian trellises and planters, these attractive pieces will beautify your outdoor

space.
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Enhance Your Outdoor Lifestyle With Sturdy, Attractive Furniture Stylish, well-designed outdoor

furniture is the crowning beauty of a charming property. Enjoy outdoor living to the fullest with these

functional and decorative furniture projects for deck, patio, yard, and garden. From Adirondack

chairs, patio bars, and picnic tables to showcase Victorian trellises and planters, the experts at

American Woodworker provide complete plans and instructions for building great-looking pieces that

will beautify your outdoor space. Expert advice on finishing and varnishing ensures your durable

wooden furniture will stand up to the elements for years to come. How to Make Outdoor & Garden

Furniture offers 22 DIY projects for both novice and experienced woodworkers. Superb step-by-step

photographs and excellent working drawings help ensure success. The time to complete each

project ranges from a few hours to a couple of weekends, making this book an ideal resource for



transforming your outdoor dÃ©cor. Inside you'll find expert guidance for making outdoor furniture: -

Step-by-step color photographs and detailed working drawings - Technical advice on finishes and

varnishes - 22 well-designed projects, including tables, patio bars, benches, chairs, and ornamental

trellises and planters

American Woodworker is one of the premier publications for woodworking. Their roster of craftsman

contributors provide top-notch technical information in a way that hobbyist can understand. The

magaine has been in business for decades with over 140 issues in their backlist. Randy Johnson is

the Editor.

I was looking forward to receiving and using the book, sadly, almost the entirety of the projects

require more than the basic tools.Multiple projects call for a biscuit jointer, router table, and mortise

and tennon crafting.Nice looking projects, and I can still use the pictures and try to modify for my

use, but I cant use them as written without purchasing a lot of new equiptment and tools

I am still looking for a book that guides me in I guess "primitive" furniture assembly. What I mean by

primitive: simple tools, for example drill, hammer, saw. I don't have access to such fancy, hi-tone

equipment as a table saw or router-let alone the security (no house of my own and damned if I'll

move so much to my next rental -I go where the work work is) or money to make such investments,

and as a beginner in nowheresville I wouldn't want to screw up a neighbor's equipment...It's a nice

fantasy read for me. Somewhere in an alternate universe I would have the resources to try out the

designs in this book. It's not that I'm incapable of using equipment. I've done metal smithing in

college, pickling, welding, molding, drilling, polishing. I've worked with etching equipment and

photographic equipment. But I've never had the equipment myself it was all part of the school.So it's

a nice book, but I'm a novice with no wood working equipment or experience so who am I to judge.

this book help me to construct those things I needed for my outdoor projects.

Great book, nice illustrations fairly detailed

Good projects.

good idea book



This book has nice project what I was looking for to start my hobby project making outdoor and

garden furniture, it's just what i needed to start.

Quick arrival and just what I was looking for.Thank you
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